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ArioPrint

The digital Revolution

Arioli Group was established in 2012 with the merger
between the metalworking company Arioli S.p.A.,
Brazzoli S.p.A. and the Austrian MHM GMBH.

roll-to-roll digital printing machine designed by
Arioli’s R&D Team.

Being one step ahead, thanks to the continuous
innovation research developed by 20 technicians and
engineers nowadays working in the R&D department,
Arioli Group has today insert into its portfolio new
products for each brand (Arioli, Brazzoli and MHM)
and applied improvements to the existing one.

Arioli presented its new machine as the fastest printer
for this segment, allowing the customer to choose
between multiple resolutions combinations. The two
models of the machine, ArioPrint-8® and
ArioPrint-16®, are scanning printers with either 8
printing heads in 2 rows or 16 printing heads in 4
rows.

Year 2016 has been a real turning point for Arioli
which placed on the market ArioPrint-16®, a

They incorporate 300dpi native resolution Kyocera's
KJ4B printing head which are “double channel”; that

means they are 16 but with 2 different
colours in each single head.
ArioPrint-16® can print from 300x300dpi
to 1200x1200dpi. In the meantime, it also
allows the customer to eventually choose
any other possible combination (for
example 300x600dpi or 600x900dpi).
The stiffness of the steel monolithic
structure ensures essential precision for
optimum printing results guaranteed over
time. The use of optical fibers enables
reaching high speed and data transfer
between PC and printing heads.
ArioPrint-16® is also synonymous of
flexibility; in fact, the machine is equipped
with an “open system”, in which both the
rip software and the inks can be chosen
based on customer needs.
Furthermore, the Arioli digital printer
allows a full 2-meter printing width on
woven and knitted fabrics with flexible
resolutions. If you are looking for maximum speed without compromising the
best jetting precision, ArioPrint is your
best choice.
Operational from two major cities of
Pakistan i.e. Lahore and Karachi the
TEXSOL (PVT) LTD. covers the textile
regions in southern and northern
Pakistan. The company is the sole
distributor and dealer of Arioli’s Products
in Pakistan. With the high end technical
knowledge and team of experienced
professionals, the TEXSOL successfully
stands at a prominent position in the
textile market. By stress on the product
and sales management the TEXSOL
strives to build strong relationships within
the company and the textile market.
TEXSOL holds expertise in selling wide
range of textile solutions. For more
details about Arioli’s products, pls
contact
TEXSOL (Private) Limited | 91-Indus,
Green Forts II, Canal Bank Road, Thokar,
Lahore | Email: amir.mirza@texsol.pk
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